The Head

Subject: Procedure for redressal of discrepancies in the results of Open Book Examination, 2020

Sirs/Madams,

The Examination Branch has started with the partial declaration of results for the Post Graduate Courses in compliance of the order passed by the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi in W.P.(C) 3199/2020 on 15.09.2020.

In continuation to the clarifications for queries related with the first phase of OBE notified on the official website of the University on 04.09.2020, the examination branch has now notified the procedure to be adopted by the students for rectification/correction of discrepancies if any being noted in the results declared so as to ensure their effective and timely redressal.

Accordingly, the students whose results have not been declared or have been marked absent in any paper/s may be advised to submit an application for rectification of the same along with the e-mail and attachment of the answer script as sent by the student after conclusion of the examination of the relevant paper. It may be noted that the application should be duly forwarded by the Head of the Department. The student shall submit the application only physically at the respective windows of the North Campus and South Campus as has been specified in the notification as above.

Regards,

[Signature]

Dean (Examinations)